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1 Introduction

In Harmonic Serialism (HS), Gen only produces candidates that differ from the input

via the application of one operation (Prince & Smolensky, 1993/2004; McCarthy,

2000, 2016). Consequently, Eval only evaluates the immediate results of applying an

operation, and cannot anticipate consequences that may arise later in the derivation.

This local evaluation differentiates the typological predictions of HS from those of

parallel Optimality Theory (OT), and has been argued to be advantageous in many

respects (McCarthy, 2006, 2008; cf. Adler & Zymet, 2017, to appear). This paper

highlights a problem with local evaluation that stems from tied candidates.

Two or more candidates tie whenever they have the same set of violations and are

therefore not differentiated by Eval. Following Pruitt’s (2009) terminology, ties are

either convergent or divergent. In a convergent tie, the choice between tied candidates

does not affect the ultimate output. For example, the tableau in (1) illustrates the

first step of a derivation mapping /aaaa/ onto [bbbb].1 The faithful candidate (1a) is

dispreferred to the four unfaithful candidates (1b-e), which tie.

(1) /aaaa/ → [bbbb]: Step 1

/aaaa/ *a Ident

a. aaaa W 4 L

→ b. baaa 3 1

→ c. abaa 3 1

→ d. aaba 3 1

→ e. aaab 3 1

The output of this step can be chosen randomly without affecting the ultimate
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output. Regardless of the order in which each /a/ is changed, the derivation will

converge on [bbbb], as illustrated in (2). Every path in (2) that starts with the

underlying representation (UR) /aaaa/ at the bottom, ends with the output [bbbb]

at the top, and moves strictly upward, represents a possible derivation.

(2)

/aaaa/

baaa abaa aaba aaab

bbaa baba baab abba abab aabb

bbba bbab babb abbb

bbbb

[bbbb]

In a divergent tie, the choice between tied candidates does affect the ultimate

output. Derivations with divergent ties are not functions; that is, for a given UR,

there is no way to predict what the output will be. Further, the range of outputs

does not resemble variation in natural language. Divergent ties are problematic and

any theory of HS must address them. In this paper, I demonstrate that directional

constraint evaluation (Eisner, 2000, 2002) eliminates ties (Section 3). Before present-

ing the proposal, I provide three case studies of divergent ties in Section 2.2

2 The problem: Divergent ties

The tableau in (3) illustrates a divergent tie with assimilation; the markedness con-

straint penalizes adjacent segments that are not identical. The fully faithful candidate

(3a) and the unfaithful candidates where an edge segment was changed (3b,f) are dis-

preferred to the other unfaithful candidates (3c-e). Because loci of violation overlap,
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targeting interior segments offers more harmonic improvement than targeting edge

segments. Candidates (3c-e) have the same set of violations and tie.

(3) Divergent assimilation: Step 1

/ababa/ *{ab, ba} Ident

a. ababa W 4 L

b. bbaba W 3 1

→ c. aaaba 2 1

→ d. abbba 2 1

→ e. abaaa 2 1

f. ababb W 3 1

The derivational paths from this step are represented in (4). If candidates (3c,e)

are chosen, the derivation converges on [aaaaa]. If candidate (3d) is chosen instead,

the derivation converges on [bbbbb]. While the UR /ababa/ is only mapped onto fully

agreeing outputs, the space of possible outputs grows with the length of the UR. For

example, the UR /ababababa/ can surface as [aaaaaaaaa], [aaaaabbbb], [aaabbbaaa],

[aaabbbbbb], [bbbbaaaaa], [bbbbbbaaa], or [bbbbbbbbb].

(4)

/ababa/

aaaba abaaa abbba

aaaaa bbbba abbbb

[aaaaa] bbbbb

[bbbbb]

This example also demonstrates how ties can differ in OT and HS. Both frame-

works have to resolve tied unfaithful candidates where the same locus of violation
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is repaired, such as /ab/ surfacing as [aa] or [bb] to satisfy *{ab, ba}. Because HS

is derivational, ties can occur in intermediate steps as in (3) and introduce addi-

tional variation. In OT, [bbbbb] is not a possible output because it satisfies the same

markedness constraint as [aaaaa], but does so with superfluous unfaithfulness.

While the tied candidates in (3) violate the same faithfulness constraint, they were

derived through different mappings. In candidates (3c,e), an /a/ was mapped onto a

[b], and in candidate (3d), a /b/ was mapped onto an /a/. This tie can be broken by

including additional constraints, such as *a. McCarthy (2009) dubbed such cases ties

of neglect, and argued they are not a deep theoretical problem, but instead reflect an

incomplete analysis. He contrasts ties of neglect with ties of principle, which resist

intervention by additional constraints. With ties of principle, tied candidates are

derived by some operation applying the same mapping to different segments in the

input. The tableau in (5) illustrates such a case with dissimilation; the markedness

constraint penalizes adjacent segments that are both [a]. The fully faithful candidate

(5a) and the unfaithful candidates where an edge segment was changed (5b,f) are dis-

preferred to the unfaithful candidates where an interior segment was changed (5c-e).

It is better to target interior segments than edge segments, but there is no way to

choose between interior segments. Unlike the assimilation case (3), where candidates

could be differentiated by their changed segments, all these unfaithful candidates (5b-

f) are derived by mapping an /a/ onto a [b].
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(5) Divergent dissimilation: Step 1

/aaaaa/ *aa Ident

a. aaaaa W 4 L

b. baaaa W 3 1

→ c. abaaa 2 1

→ d. aabaa 2 1

→ e. aaaba 2 1

f. aaaab W 3 1

The derivational paths from this step are represented in (6). If candidates (5c,e)

are chosen in the first step, the derivation converges on [ababa]. If candidate (5d) is

chosen instead, the derivation can converge on [babab], [abbab], [babba], or [abbba].

Notably, these four candidates would be harmonically bounded in OT: while all five

possible outputs satisfy *aa, [ababa] minimizes the number of unfaithful segments.

(6)

/aaaaa/

abaaa aaaba aabaa

ababa babaa aabbaabbaaaabab

[ababa] babab abbbaabbab babba

[babab] [abbba][abbab] [babba]

Another example of a divergent tie of principle is illustrated in the tableau in (7)

with epenthesis; the markedness constraint penalizes three adjacent segments that

are all [b]. The fully faithful candidate (7a) and the unfaithful candidates where an

[a] was inserted close to the edge (7b-c,g-h) are dispreferred to the other unfaithful

candidates (7d-f). As in (5), the tied candidates are all derived by exactly the same

operation, and are differentiated only by the location of its application.
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(7) Divergent epenthesis: Step 1

/bbbbbb/ *bbb Dep

a. bbbbbb W 4 L

b. abbbbbb W 4 1

c. babbbbb W 3 1

→ d. bbabbbb 2 1

→ e. bbbabbb 2 1

→ f. bbbbabb 2 1

g. bbbbbab W 3 1

h. bbbbbba W 4 1

The derivational paths from this step are represented in (8). If candidates (7d,f)

are chosen, the derivation converges on [bbabbabb]. If candidate (7e) is chosen in-

stead, the derivation can converge on [babbabbab], [babbababb], [bbababbab], or

[bbabababb]. As before, these four candidates would be harmonically bounded in

OT, as they contain three epenthetic vowels and [bbabbabb] contains only two.

(8)

/bbbbbb/

bbabbbb bbbbabb bbbabbb

bbabbabb babbabbb bbbabbab bbbababb bbababbb

[bbabbabb] babbabbab babbababb bbababbab bbabababb

[babbabbab] [babbababb] [bbababbab] [bbabababb]
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3 A solution: Directional constraint evaluation

The question of which locus of violation to apply a given operation to echoes the ques-

tion in rule-based phonological theory of how to apply a rule to an input with multiple

foci. Section 2 demonstrated that random choice yields chaotic, unpredictable deriva-

tions. Outside of one hypothetical aside (Anderson, 1974:221), I am unaware of any

proposals in rule-based phonology that advocate random choice. Iterative models

that only target one focus at a time are typically directional: rules start at the left or

right edge of an input and work their way across (Brown, 1972; Howard, 1972; John-

son, 1972; Jensen & Strong-Jensen, 1973; Cearley, 1974; Vago & Battistella, 1982).

Any mechanism that imposes directional application on HS provides a principled way

to break ties.

One way to impose directional application is to adopt directional constraint evalu-

ation (Eisner, 2000, 2002; Finley, 2008, 2009). Under directional evaluation, violations

are compared in terms of their location relative to the input, not their total number

(see Eisner (2000) for a precise, technical definition). Each constraint has a direc-

tionality parameter that specifies whether it disprefers violations further to the left

or further to the right more strongly. For the purposes of this paper, I assume all and

only markedness constraints are evaluated directionally.

As an illustration, consider the tableau in (9). The subscript L → R on the

markedness constraint indicates that it is evaluated left-to-right, meaning that when

comparing two loci of violation, the one further to the left is strictly worse than

the other one. For clarity, loci are shown in the tableau with indices that refer to

the input. Because *a is evaluated left-to-right, the leftmost locus [a1] is the worst,

[a2] is the second worst, and so on. While candidates (9b-e) have the same number

of violations, their loci are qualitatively different. Candidates with the worst locus
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[a1] (9a,c-e) are strictly worse than candidate (9b), where it has been repaired. [a2]

will be targeted in the next step, and changes will apply left-to-right. Evaluating *a

right-to-left would make [a4] the worst locus and candidate (9e) optimal in this step.

(9) /aaaa/ → [bbbb]: Step 1

/aaaa/ *aL→R Ident

a. aaaa W a1 a2 a3 a4 L

→ b. baaa a2 a3 a4 1

c. abaa W a1 a3 a4 1

d. aaba W a1 a2 a4 1

e. aaab W a1 a2 a3 1

The derivational path from this step is represented in (10). As in (2), all the

possible derivational paths under traditional evaluation are shown. Additionally, the

thick solid line traces the derivation when *a is evaluated left-to-right, and the thick

dashed line traces the derivation when *a is evaluated right-to-left. At each step, the

constraint’s directionality resolves ties in favor of targeting the leftmost or rightmost

locus of violation.

(10)

/aaaa/

baaa abaa aaba aaab

bbaa baba baab abba abab aabb

bbba bbab babb abbb

bbbb

[bbbb]

The rest of this section reexamines the cases from Section 2 and demonstrates

that directional evaluation removes the variation from those mappings. In rule-based
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phonology, direction of application is related to opacity (Kenstowicz & Kisseberth,

1977:chapter 5); a mapping may be transparent when a given rule is applied in one

direction and opaque when it is applied in the opposite direction. In many cases, this

is because reversing the direction allows the rule to skip over foci that it may have

targeted otherwise. As is shown below, directional evaluation cannot produce opaque

mappings in HS. There is no way to skip over loci of violation; every step must target

the leftmost or rightmost locus.

The tableau in (11) illustrates directional assimilation. Because the markedness

constraint is evaluated left-to-right, the worst locus of violation is [a1b2]. The four

candidates with this locus (11a,d-f) are dispreferred to those without it (11b-c). Can-

didate (11c) is chosen as optimal because candidate (11b) has an additional locus of

violation [b2a3]. Directional evaluation guarantees the leftmost locus of violation is

targeted, not necessarily the leftmost violating segment.

(11) /ababa/ → [aaaaa]: Step 1

/ababa/ *{ab, ba}L→R Ident

a. ababa W a1b2 b2a3 a3b4 b4a5 L

b. bbaba W b2a3 a3b4 b4a5 1

→ c. aaaba a3b4 b4a5 1

d. abbba W a1b2 b4a5 1

e. abaaa W a1b2 b2a3 1

f. ababb W a1b2 b2a3 a3b4 1

The derivational path from this step is represented in (12). The thick solid line

traces the derivation with left-to-right evaluation, and the thick dashed line traces the

derivation with right-to-left evaluation; both derivations converge on [aaaaa]. For the

grammar to converge on [bbbbb], the first step would have to target the loci in the
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center of the candidate (11d), preserving the leftmost and rightmost loci. Because loci

are strictly worse at the edges of the input than those in the center, this is impossible.

(12)

/ababa/

aaaba abaaa abbba

aaaaa bbbba abbbb

[aaaaa] bbbbb

[bbbbb]

The tableau in (13) illustrates directional dissimilation. The markedness con-

straint is evaluated left-to-right, so the worst locus of violation is [a1a2]. Candidates

(13a,d-f) with this locus are dispreferred to candidates (13b-c) without it. Candidate

(13c) is chosen as optimal because candidate (13b) has an additional violation [a2a3].

As above, the candidate where the middle /a/ was changed (13d) is harmonically

bounded by candidates (13b-c), and would be harmonically bounded by candidates

(13e-f) if *aa were evaluated right-to-left.

(13) /aaaaa/ → [ababa]: Step 1

/aaaaa/ *aaL→R Ident

a. aaaaa W a1a2 a2a3 a3a4 a4a5 L

b. baaaa W a2a3 a3a4 a4a5 1

→ c. abaaa a3a4 a4a5 1

d. aabaa W a1a2 a4a5 1

e. aaaba W a1a2 a2a3 1

f. aaaab W a1a2 a2a3 a3a4 1
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The derivational path from this step is represented in (14). At each step, the

leftmost or rightmost locus is targeted, and derivation converges on [ababa] whether

*aa is evaluated left-to-right or right-to-left.

(14)

/aaaaa/

abaaa aaaba aabaa

ababa babaa aabbaabbaaaabab

[ababa] babab abbbaabbab babba

[babab] [abbba][abbab] [babba]

The tableau in (15) illustrates directional epenthesis. The markedness constraint is

evaluated left-to-right, and candidates (15a-b,e-h) with the leftmost locus of violation

[b1b2b3] are dispreferred to those without it (15c-d). In the optimal candidate (15d),

the epenthetic [a] removes multiple loci of violation.

(15) /bbbbbb/ → [bbabbabb]: Step 1

/bbbbbb/ *bbbL→R Dep

a. bbbbbb W b1b2b3 b2b3b4 b3b4b5 b4b5b6 L

b. abbbbbb W b1b2b3 b2b3b4 b3b4b5 b4b5b6 1

c. babbbbb W b2b3b4 b3b4b5 b4b5b6 1

→ d. bbabbbb b3b4b5 b4b5b6 1

e. bbbabbb W b1b2b3 b4b5b6 1

f. bbbbabb W b1b2b3 b2b3b4 1

g. bbbbbab W b1b2b3 b2b3b4 b3b4b5 1

h. bbbbbba W b1b2b3 b2b3b4 b3b4b5 b4b5b6 1
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The derivational path from this step is represented in (16). Under either direction

of evaluation, the derivation converges on [bbabbabb]. All other outputs require

targeting the center of the input in the first step, which is impossible.

(16)

/bbbbbb/

bbabbbb bbbbabb bbbabbb

bbabbabb babbabbb bbbabbab bbbababb bbababbb

[bbabbabb] babbabbab babbababb bbababbab bbabababb

[babbabbab] [babbababb] [bbababbab] [bbabababb]

4 Conclusion

This paper demonstrated the problem of divergent ties in Harmonic Serialism: when

Eval is forced to choose randomly between two or more candidates, derivations can

converge on different outputs. How different these outputs can be corresponds to

how early in the derivation a tie occurs. Adopting directionally evaluated marked-

ness constraints addresses the problem of ties, and does so in a way that is consistent

with existing work on iterative processes. Directional evaluation has been shown to

offer empirical and computational benefits to HS (Lamont, 2019a,b), and this paper

contributes one more desirable feature.
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1The mappings in this paper are presented abstractly because ties are a general

problem for the framework of Harmonic Serialism, independent of phonological sub-

stance.

2All cases presented in this paper were verified using the script available at https:

//github.com/lmaoaml/hs-ties
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